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A B S T R A C T

Data ambiguity and invalidity can cause significant expensive issues in the cadastral domain (e.g. legal disputes).
An automated data validation can significantly help to reduce the potential issues. Quality assurance has been
comprehensively investigated in various domains, however, the validation of 3D cadastral data is still in its early
development. The availability of various regular and irregular shapes for 3D cadastral objects and modern
building designs has resulted in a critical need for developing validation rules to ensure data validity and quality.

The land registry in Victoria, Australia, is investigating the technical requirements for implementing a 3D
digital cadastre. The study of 3D cadastral data validation requirements has been part of this ongoing in-
vestigation. This study is being undertaken in three main phases including 1) developing geometrical validation
rules, 2) developing non-geometrical validation rules, 3) implementing an online service to validate 3D cadastral
data.

This paper aims to discuss the initial outcomes of the first phase of the aforementioned study which has
focused on developing geometrical validation rules for 3D cadastral objects. The paper reviews the development
of four geometrical validation rules which have been formalised using mathematical expressions to check the
individual 3D parcels and their relationships with adjoining or neighbouring parcels. The first validation rule
checks the compatibility of the cancelled parcel against the created parcels. The second rule deals with parcel
collision detection which is required for flagging unacceptable intersection of 3D objects. The third rule ensures
the faces forming a 3D parcel are flat. The fourth validation rule assures 3D objects are watertight. The paper
concludes with a discussion around the impacts of the proposed validation checks on the subdivision process and
future research for the Victorian 3D digital cadastre.

1. Introduction

The density of our urban environments is increasing and the lack of
available land has led decision makers to think about the proper use of
spaces above and below the ground. Cadastral systems deal with these
spaces and associated rights, restrictions and responsibilities (RRRs). In
recent years, there has been a growing trend towards more efficiently
using spaces. However, the current cadastres do not efficiently register
and present complex ownership rights in mixed-use and high rise de-
velopments (Shojaei et al., 2013; Aien et al., 2015; Ho et al., 2015).
Shojaei (2014) has reported some of the main shortcomings of current
cadastral systems.

A 3D digital cadastre is expected to facilitate the registration process

(Aien et al., 2012), save time and cost, increase transparency in land
and property transactions, and improve land use and management
(Shojaei, 2014). For example, in a 3D digital cadastre, overlapped
spatial units can be validated and geometries can be checked to ensure
rights are protected and disputes are minimised.

The State of Victoria has been moving towards a digital cadastre
since the introduction of ePlan in this jurisdiction. ePlan is a colla-
borative program between the Australian land authorities and the
surveying industry, in conjunction with ICSM.1 which aims to replace
paper and PDF plans with digital files (Olfat et al., 2016). In 2009, the
ICSM endorsed the national ePlan as an agreed conceptual data model
of a cadastral survey that meets the needs of the jurisdictions in Aus-
tralia. In 2011, an ePlan Protocol was developed to map the
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components of the ePlan data model to LandXML, a specialised XML
data file format containing civil engineering and survey measurement
data commonly used in the land development and transportation in-
dustries2

Following the release of the ICSM’s strategy on Cadastre 2034, the
ePlan Working Group has started to investigate the requirements for
supporting 3D building subdivisions in ePlan. Cadastre 2034 Strategy
has a vision to enable people to understand their RRRs related to land
and property in a spatially accurate and 3D environment. This vision
leads to changes in current subdivisional processes. From the process
point of view, 3D data must be available to provide accurate informa-
tion of the land and property. This often leads to new methods of data
collection and sourcing. Having the required 3D data, the analysis and
registration will give a better picture of RRRs (ICSM, 2015).

The emphasis is towards achieving a 3D digital cadastral system that
enables the community and stakeholders such as councils, referral au-
thorities, real estate agencies, insurance companies, developers, and
architects to readily and confidently identify the location and related
interests to land and property. The key element of this change is to
ensure the efficiency of the cadastral system in Australian jurisdictions.
This requires a strong commitment of stakeholders to improve the
management and sharing of cadastral information and enhance their
systems and infrastructures to enable this change (ICSM, 2015).

To facilitate this commitment in Victoria, Land Use Victoria (LUV)
commenced investigating the technical aspect of a 3D digital cadastre
in 2014 by looking at various topics including 3D data modelling,
storage, validation, and visualisation. In the data modelling study, the
LandXML data model was investigated in terms of supporting 3D ca-
dastral objects and the most appropriate modelling approach was
identified (Shojaei et al., 2016). In the data storage study, various ap-
proaches for storing LandXML files are currently under investigation. As
part of the data visualisation study, a 3D visualisation prototype3 was
developed to showcase the concept of 3D cadastre and its benefits (Olfat
et al., 2017). The initial outcomes of the 3D data validation study are
also discussed in this paper.

Data validation controls the data quality and helps avoiding data
issues in the future. It is to ensure the consistency, integrity, correctness
and completeness of data (Wagner et al., 2013). Data validation is not a
new topic and it has been investigated in different disciplines such as
3D City Models (Kazar et al., 2008, and Wagner et al., 2013), medical
image processing (Gerig et al., 2001), and DBMS4 (Arens et al., 2005).
In 3D cadastre, low data quality may cause confusion in interpreting the
ownership boundaries which may cause problems during or after
property registration (Aien et al., 2014). Therefore, 3D ownership rights
must be correct and unambiguous, as an error or ambiguity in data can
cause expensive legal disputes (Thompson and van Oosterom, 2014).

In Victoria, there is a 2D ePlan validation service in place which
identifies some of the errors and potential problems in plans at an early

stage and allows the surveyor to correct or justify them prior to the
examination process. This will result in a reduction in the number of
refusals and requisitions in the registration process. There are 128 ePlan
validation rules supported by this service which cover three main areas
of ‘survey accuracy (e.g. parcel area, parcel observations closure)’,
‘survey examination rules (e.g. appropriate title connections)’ and
‘metadata completeness (e.g. easement purpose)’.

Validation rules for 3D cadastre can be classified into two main
categories including non-geometrical and geometrical rules. Non-geo-
metrical rules look at the semantics of 3D objects to support the busi-
ness of cadastre. For example, the address of a parcel must be correctly
captured. Semantic checks are easier to implement compared with
geometrical ones. In contrast, geometrical rules look at the geometry of
objects. Geometrical validation is more complicated in a 3D cadastral
context compared to 2D cadastre due to the variety of possible shapes
and geometries in space (Karki et al., 2010). These rules could be
classified as internal and external rules. Internal rules assure objects are
correctly defined. For example, is the boundary of an object complete
and there is no gap? However, external rules assure objects have correct
relationships to other neighbouring objects. For example, two 3D ob-
jects must not clash.

As part of the 3D cadastral data validation, a study with three
phases has been designed and shown in Fig. 1.

As shown in Fig. 1, the first phase deals with developing geometrical
validation rules. The second phase is related to the development of non-
geometrical (semantic) validation rules and in the third phase, an on-
line service similar to the current Victorian ePlan validation service,5

will be implemented.
The aim of this paper is to discuss the progress of the first phase of

3D cadastral data validation research in Victoria. The four geometrical
rules developed so far in this phase are discussed in detail. More vali-
dation rules will be developed during this research. This study has fo-
cused on LandXML data format, as the current digital data format in the
Victorian digital cadastre project (ePlan). The rest of this paper is or-
ganised as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of the validation of 3D
cadastral objects. Relevant studies are reviewed in Section 3. In Section
4, the development of four major 3D geometrical validation rules is
addressed. Section 5 discusses the impacts of the proposed validation
checks on the subdivision process and concludes with a direction for
future research.

2. The need for validating 3D cadastral objects

Geometric correctness is a key factor for the quality of a 3D ca-
dastre. Standards should define the measures and outcomes for geo-
metric modelling of 3D objects. ISO (International Organisation for
Standardisation) have developed standards for the data quality of
spatial data. These standards establish the principles for describing the
quality of geographic data and specify components for reporting quality
information. They also provide an approach to organising information

Fig. 1. Phases of 3D cadastral data validation in the Victorian 3D digital
cadastre investigation.

2 www.landxml.org
3 www.spear.land.vic.gov.au/spear/pages/eplan/3d-digital-cadastre/land-victoria-3d-

eplan-prototype.shtml
4 Data Base Management System

5 Available at: https://www.spear.land.vic.gov.au/spear/eplanPublicServices/Prepare.
do
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about data quality (ISO 19113:2002) and provide procedures for de-
termining and evaluating spatial data (ISO 19114:2003). In addition to
ISO, OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) have also developed OpenGIS
Simple Features Specification for 2D data validation of spatial data
(OpenGIS, 1999). For example, OGC define polygons as topologically
closed objects.

Current standards do not precisely define a rigid base for data va-
lidation (Wagner et al., 2013). The data quality Working Group in OGC
have defined some categories for quality measures, including accuracy,
completeness, consistency and integrity, definition for semantic inter-
operability, language, projection, and scale (OGC, 2016). However,
there is no accepted definition for the quality of 3D models. In addition,
there is no standard for describing the best approach for geometric
modelling in 3D cadastre. Based on the needs and availability of ca-
dastral data, various methods should be considered. For example, ISO
19152:2012 − Land Administration Domain Model (LADM) supports
five approaches for defining parcels. Therefore, the validation rules
must be compatible with the method of geometric modelling.

The application domain also has an important impact on data
modelling and validation. Different applications require adaptable
product specifications which control the quality requirements.
Therefore, specific 3D validation rules must be developed for cadastral
purposes and the existing 3D validation rules might not be fully com-
patible with the business of cadastre. In addition, every jurisdiction has
its own cadastral legislation and therefore; validation rules should be
localised to be compatible with cadastral law. In the next section, lit-
erature of 3D data validation is reviewed.

3. An overview of previous relevant studies

Validation is a familiar topic in computing, generally as a me-
chanism to protect a database from the effects of inappropriate data
(Karki et al., 2013). Some researchers have looked into 3D validation
and developed some ideas and theories for validation of 3D cadastral
objects. Thompson and van Oosterom (2014) developed a rigorous
axiomatic definition of a 3D parcel (spatial unit), and its relationship
with neighbouring parcels. They also developed about 10 axioms using
mathematical formalism to check various data scenarios for validating
3D cadastral data. Thompson and van Oosterom, (2012) extended a set
of axioms that can be used for formalising the validation of 3D cadastral
data specifically to LADM. As an example, two nodes cannot be closer
than the acceptable threshold.

Karki et al. (2010) discussed some object reconstruction approaches
including tetrahedrons, objects from simpler solids, regular polytope,
and extrusion. They also proposed some requirements for validating 3D
cadastral data based on various possible scenarios. They classified the
validation rules into the following groups:

• Internal validity of 3D parcels

• Surface or base parcel

• Relationships to other parcels

• Unique geometrical situations

• Further processing on the geometry

• Entry level validations

However, the validation requirements were only described in their
paper and there is no information about the method of implementation.

Wagner et al. (2013) described the validation of virtual urban
models for CityGML format. They focused on common errors which are
typically found in 3D city models. Alama et al. (2013) looked at geo-
metric and semantic validation of CityGML data. They proposed a
workflow for detecting geometrical and semantical errors in CityGML.
These rules have been implemented as part of CityDoctor research
project.

Topology has also been considered for implementing 3D validation.
Gröger and Plümer (2009) developed a set of axioms to control the

spatial consistency of 3D models. The axioms were developed in a
modular method using topological surfaces. Zhao et al., 2012 proposed
using topological relationships for validation in 3D cadastre. Among
different possible scenarios in topological relations, touch and disjoint
of 3D objects are acceptable and intersection is not acceptable. In their
paper, they only focused on touch scenarios.

Kazar et al. (2008) looked at the problems of validating 3D geo-
metries in Oracle database. They defined some validation rules such as
the closedness test (the solid object must be closed), connectedness test,
inner-outer check, and the orientation check to check the data quality.
They discussed validation of 3D geometries and modelled various 3D
geometries in Oracle and defined rules for 3D valid geometries. Oracle
has also developed some validation checks in their Oracle Spatial da-
tabase.6

Some software vendors have also developed 3D validation rules in
their packages. For example, CityDoctor7 is a free tool for checking the
quality of 3D city models. Various 3D validation rules have been de-
veloped in this software to control the accuracy of 3D models. For ex-
ample, it checks duplicated points, self-intersection, face orientation,
and co-planarity. Some limited validation checks have also been im-
plemented in other applications such as Solibri Model Checker, Navis-
works Manage, and Bentley Microstation.

Based on the literature, the previous research have mainly focused
on providing a general mathematical definition of validation checks for
3D objects. Whereas, this paper aims to focus on the cadastre domain
and develop mathematical approaches for validating 3D cadastral ob-
jects. In the next section, the development of four geometrical valida-
tion rules for the Victorian 3D digital cadastre is discussed.

4. Development of geometrical validation checks for 3D cadastral
objects − the Victorian case study

The current examination process for building subdivision plans re-
quires various controls including both geometrical and semantical
checks. Appendix A lists all Victorian 2D ePlan geometrical and se-
mantical validation rules. The semantical rules will also apply to 3D
ePlans through minimal modifications. However, because the nature of
2D and 3D ePlan modelling is different, there is a need to develop some
specific geometrical rules for 3D ePlans. Accordingly, in this section
some of the prevalent issues in the building subdivision plans are first
presented and then, the four geometrical validation rules developed in
the current research to address those issues are discussed in detail.
According to Appendix A, to align 3D validation rules with the current
2D rules there is a need to develop some other geometrical rules in the
next step of this research.

In the subdivision process, plans submitted by the land surveyor are
checked for possible overlap or gap among parcels. Small overlaps or
gaps cannot be easily identified, specially in PDF or paper based plans.
However, in ePlan files, this error is one of the common errors and can
be easily identified. Fig. 2 shows a gap between lot 1 and 2 in a 2D
subdivision plan.

This error usually happens when boundaries do not match properly.
In a 3D case, this data issue brings a gap or a clash between parcels.
Validation rules one and two, discussed below, look at these issues.

Non-flat faces also bring gaps to 3D objects. Therefore, there is a
need for a validation rule to ensure that all faces are flat to avoid any
gap in 3D objects. In LandXML data model, elements can be defined as
planar or non-planar faces. However, for a given boundary, there are
many possible permutations when complicated objects are created with
non-planar faces. For example, in Fig. 3, two different scenarios are

6 https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E11882_01/appdev.112/e11830/sdo_intro.htm#
SPATL474

7 http://www.citydoctor.eu/index.php/citydoctor_for_3d_city_models.html?
language=en
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possible in the rendering process of a non-planar face on the top. These
two scenarios might give different answers when the volume is calcu-
lated. In addition, an encroachment into the region of ambiguity could
cause an un-resolvable dispute. To avoid this undefined behaviour, non-
planar faces can be triangulated to match what is expected. In general,
planar faces on polygon meshes are preferred. Non-planar faces may
render incorrectly in the final image or when exported to an interactive
visualisation application (Autodesk Maya, 2014). Validation rule three,
discussed below, examines this problem.

The other common issue is parcel misclosure. According to the
Victorian regulations, 2D parcels must be closed with an acceptable
tolerance. The length of the misclosure vector should not exceed 15
millimetres + 100 parts per million of the perimeter (Victorian
Consolidated Regulations, 2015). If the length of misclosure does not
exceed the tolerance, the error is acceptable and observations must be
adjusted. This error is likely to happen in 3D model creation as well. In
this case, some faces do not completely match and gaps will be created
in 3D parcels. If there is no gap in a 3D object, this object is considered
watertight which refers to a 3D object that can hold water without any
holes, cracks or missing faces (Karki et al., 2010). Validation rule four,
discussed below, examines this problem.

The following rules include six sections. The ‘Equivalent 2D ePlan
Validation Rule’ section describes how this rule is linked to the existing

validation rules for 2D ePlans. The ‘Definition’ and ‘Description’ sec-
tions explain the rule and its importance. The ‘Method’ and ‘Condition’
sections address the methodology of implementation and the excep-
tions/special requirements respectively. The ‘Cadastral Requirement’
section addresses the relationship between a validation rule and the
Victorian cadastre requirements.

4.1. Validation rule 1–Created parcels for cancelled parcels

• Equivalent 2D ePlan Validation Rule

VR072 − Title Boundary Consistency − The outer boundary of
created primary parcels must be coincident with the outer boundary of
extinguished parcels.

• Definition

In a plan of subdivision, created parcels (e.g. lots and common
property) must occupy the whole space of the extinguished (cancelled)
parcel(s) with an acceptable error in volume calculation.

• Description

In a full 3D cadastre, the 3D space is subdivided into volumes par-
titioning the 3D space without overlaps or gaps (Stoter and Salzmann,
2003). Therefore, all spaces are partitioned and each partition must
have at least one owner. This is called partitioning of space. Following
this concept, there should be a consistency between the volume of
created parcels and the extinguished one(s). For example, if one parcel
is subdivided into two lots, the sum of the volume contained in each
new lots must be the same as the volume of the extinguished parcel
with consideration given to acceptable errors in volume calculation.
This error can be defined as an acceptable threshold (Fig. 4).

• Method

In order to check the volumetric consistency, the volume of the
parcels must be computed. There are many approaches for calculating

Fig. 2. A gap between parcels in a subdivision plan.

Fig. 3. Two possible scenarios of creating a 3D object with a non-planar face (Shojaei
et al., 2016).
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the volume of 3D objects. Cadastral objects are not always like Fig. 4 as
they may be very complex, including curved surfaces. To calculate the
volume of 3D objects, a method by Zhang and Chen (2002) was con-
sidered.

In a LandXML file, 3D objects are represented by a set of vertices
and faces. Before volume calculation, some pre-processing on 3D ob-
jects is required. Firstly, all polygons must be triangulated which is
commonly used in mesh coding, mesh signal processing, and mesh
editing. Then, the normal vector of each triangle must to be calculated.
This can be determined by the order of the vertices and the right-hand
rule, as shown in Fig. 5.

The consistency direction of normal vectors for two neighbouring
triangles is checked by controlling the directions of the shared edges.
For example, in Fig. 5, AB is the common edge of triangle ACB and ABD.
In this figure, the direction is from B to A, and in triangle ABD, the
direction is from A to B, thus NACB and NABD are consistent.

The volume calculation is based on elementary calculation of tet-
rahedrons. For each triangle, we connect each of its vertices to the
origin (0,0,0) and form a tetrahedron, as shown in Fig. 6.

Then, the volume of each tetrahedron is calculated. The sign (po-
sitive or negative) of each volume is determined with respect to the
direction of the normal vector.

In Fig. 6, triangle ACB has a normal NACB and the volume of OACB is
calculated by:

= − + + − − −V x y z x y z x y z x y z x y z x y z1
6

( )OACB 3 2 1 2 3 1 3 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 1 2 3

As the origin O is at the opposite side of NACB, the sign of this tetra-
hedron is positive. The sign can also be calculated by inner product
⎯ →⎯⎯⎯
OA ·NACB. Therefore, the total volume is the sum of each volume cal-
culated based on:

′ = − + + − − −V x y z x y z x y z x y z x y z x y z1
6

( )i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i3 2 1 2 3 1 3 1 2 1 3 2 2 1 3 1 2 3

∑′ = ′V Vtotal
i

i

In these equations, i stands for the index of triangles (xi1,yi1, zi1), (xi2,
yi2,zi2) and (xi3, yi3,zi3), which are coordinates of the vertices of triangle
i. The volume of a 3D object is always achieved by the absolute value of

Vtotal
' .
Subsequently, the volume of created primary parcels must be equal

to the volume of the extinguished parcel by considering an acceptable
threshold.

• Conditions

Due to expected random errors in surveying observations, an ac-
ceptable error should be considered in volume calculation.

• Cadastral requirement

This validation helps to avoid creating and/or losing 3D spaces at
the time of subdivision or consolidation of 3D spaces. This is one of the
common errors in 2D subdivision and consolidation plans.

4.2. Validation rule 2 − parcel collision (Clash)

• Equivalent 2D ePlan Validation Rule

VR117 − Overlapping Parcels − Created primary parcels (Lot,
Stage Lot, Road, Reserve, Common Property, Crown Allotment, Crown
Portion) must not overlap each other.

• Definition

In 3D cadastre, ownership spaces cannot intersect. It means a space
cannot be occupied by more than one object. Therefore, a validation
check is required to avoid intersecting parcels (Fig. 7).

• Description

There are several methods for detecting collision of 3D objects.
Some of them are quick, but not accurate (e.g. ray tracing) and some are
slow in running the test but more accurate in the results. In fact, faster

Fig. 4. Given A, B and C volumetric objects, A & B represent new created volumes based
on the extinguished one (C).

Fig. 5. Normal vectors and order of vertices (Zhang and Chen, 2002).

Fig. 6. Volume calculation method for 3D objects (Zhang and Chen, 2002).

Fig. 7. Collision between two 3D objects.
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algorithms can be achieved by a bounding box or bounding sphere to
every pair of polyhedra, or by octree or voxel methods for even better
speed performance (Moore and Wilhelms, 1988).

Due to the importance of collision detection in 3D cadastre, an ac-
curate algorithm developed by Moller (1997) was considered. This al-
gorithm is based on triangle–triangle intersection which is useful for
mesh collision detection. Triangle-triangle collision can use the Separ-
ating Axis Theorem to detect the collision.

In this method, the 3D model must be triangulated. Then, all tri-
angles are checked and intersections are detected. For intersections, the
three vertices of one triangle are tested against the plane of the other
triangle. If all the vertices of the first triangle are on the same side of the
plane, the two triangles are separated and there is no collision.
However, if vertices are on both sides of the plane, the similar test is
done for the other triangle. If vertices are on both sides of the other
plane, there is an intersection. Then, these intersection lines are cal-
culated. If there is an overlap for these two lines, the triangles have
collision (Fig. 8).

• Method

There are two triangles as T1 and T2 and the vertices of these tri-
angles are V10, V11, V12 and V20, V21, V22 respectively. The planes made
from triangles are called P1 and P2.

The first plane equation is P1 : N1 . X + d1 = 0 which X is any
point on the plane.

= − × −

=−

N V V V V
d N V

1 ( ) ( )
.

11 10 12 10
1 1 10

Then, the signs (positive or negative) and distances of T2 vertices to P1
is calculated by inserting the vertices into the plane equation:

= + =d N V d i. , 0, 1, 2.V i1 2 1i
1

If all ≠ =d i and0, 0, 1 2Vi
1 , it means no point is on the plane and if

distances have the same sign, then T2 is located on one side of P1 and
there is no overlap. A similar test is done for T1 and P2. These tests
optimise the process speed by avoiding a lot of computations for many
triangles.

If all = =d i and0, 0, 1 2Vi
1 , it means two triangles are coplanar.

If all ≠ =d i and0, 0, 1 2Vi
1 , and the distances have different sign, it

means T2 and P1 intersects and the intersection of T2 and P1 is a line
(Line L in Fig. 8), L = O + tD, Where D = N1 × N2 is the direction of
intersection line and O is points on this line. There would be the same
test for T1 and P2. These intersections create intervals on L. If these
intervals overlap, it means the triangles overlap and therefore, these
triangles have collision.

• Conditions

• Cadastral requirement

A clash in 3D cadastre is usually considered as an important error
and must be detected. However, there are some exceptions as some
clashes are acceptable. For example, secondary interests such as ease-
ments, restrictions and depth limitations float over base cadastral par-
cels as these are not defined as a created primary parcel (eg. Lot).
Therefore, they can intersect any base parcels or other secondary in-
terests. Fig. 9 shows an easement within a parcel.

4.3. Validation rule 3–Flat faces

• Equivalent 2D ePlan Validation Rule

Not Applicable to 2D ePlans.

• Definition

In the boundary representation approach for geometric modelling,
all faces that make the 3D object must be flat.

• Description

In LandXML, the boundary representation approach is used for

Fig. 8. Triangles with intersection on left, and triangles without intersection on the right. The intersection line is calculated (marked red in both figures) and any overlaps are determined.
There is no overlapping on the right; therefore, there is no collision. Adapted from (Moller, 1997). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. An easement is intersecting a parcel and it is an exception in having an acceptable
clash.
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modelling 3D objects (Shojaei et al., 2016). In boundary representation,
all faces must be flat. Therefore, all vertices in a face should be in the
same plane.

• Method

Various methods exist to check the flatness of all faces. If a face is
made of three separate points, it makes a flat face and if a face is
composed of more than three separate points, all of them must be in the
same plane to be planar. Otherwise, these create a 3D object (e.g. a
parallelepiped from four non-planar points). To check whether these
points are planar or not, the volume of the created parallelepiped
should be calculated. If the volume is zero, it means the four points are
coplanar. Otherwise, the face is not flat. Based on Fig. 10, volume of a
parallelepiped made from 4 points (P, Q, R, and S) is calculated by the
following equation (Nykamp, 2017):

= × = ×Volume a bc a b ccos ϕ ( )·

× =a b c
c c c
a a a
b b b

( )·
1 2 3
1 2 3

1 2 3

In this approach, if a face is composed of only four separated points (P,
Q, R, and S), these points are considered for volume calculation. If a
face is composed of more than four separate points, each set of four
points is considered for this calculation.

• Conditions

A threshold should also be considered to avoid random errors in
measurements.

• Cadastral requirement

A non-flat face might bring gaps to the created 3D objects when they
are modelled. This results in a non-acceptable 3D object in LandXML
data format. Therefore, this validation rule is required to confirm the

correctness of each face to make correct 3D objects.

4.4. Validation rule 4–Parcel geometry closure

• Equivalent 2D ePlan Validation Rule

VR071 − Parcel Observations Closure − All parcel geometries are
expected to “close” within the allowable tolerances defined in
Regulation 7 of Surveying (Cadastral Surveys) Regulations 2015.

• Definition

This rule is required to avoid any misclosure in creating 3D objects.
3D objects are expected to be “closed”.

• Description

The closure of a parcel geometry can be checked through a con-
sistency check using Euler’s formula (Ericson, 2005). It is assumed that
each edge is shared by exactly two faces, that each edge is connected to
exactly two vertices, and that at least three edges join at each vertex.

• Method

The mathematical relationship between the number of vertices (V),
faces (F), and edges (E) of a simple polyhedron is stated in Euler’s
formula:

+ − =V F E 2

For example, the polyhedron in Fig. 11 (a) meets the formula because
there are nine vertices. Also, nine faces make the object and there are
16 edges which satisfies the above formula (9 + 9–16 = 2).

For a non-simple polyhedron the above equation does not satisfy the
formula (Fig. 11(b)). Non-simple Polyhedrons have one or more holes
in them. The number of holes is referred to as the genus of the poly-
hedron. An extended version of the aforementioned equation is Euler-
Poincaré formula which considers a polyhedron with genus (G).

For a non-simple polyhedron the following equation applies:

+ − = −V F E 2(1 G)

For example, in Fig. 11(b), V = 16, F = 16, E = 32, and G = 1. Thus,
16 + 16–32 = 2(1-1) which satisfies the above-mentioned formula.
According to Ericson (2005) both formulas apply to manifold geometry.

Ericson (2005) states that if a closed mesh consists only of triangles,
the number of edges relate to the number of triangles (T) as 2E = 3T
and the corresponding formulas become T = 2V − 4 and E = 3V − 6.
Regarding a mesh made by quads, the edges would relate to the number
of quads (Q). The relationships between the number of edges, vertices
and faces of a closed mesh are detailed in Table 1.

An example of the formula’s application can be applied in Fig. 12.

Fig. 10. A volume calculation method for a parallelepiped (Nykamp, 2017).

Fig. 11. (a) A simple polyhedron, (b) A non-simple polyhedron
(of genus one) (Ericson, 2005).
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Both cubes consist of two triangles and six quads. When computing the
number of edges = +E (3 T 4Q)/2, the 12(a) cube has (15) but the 12(b)
cube has (14.5). According to Ericson (2005), because the latter result is
not an integer number, cube 12(b) is not correctly formed. As a matter
of fact, the 12(b) cube has a T-junction on the top face (a crack shown in
grey).

• Conditions

The aforementioned formulas are useful but may not validate a
malformed mesh. Thus, the validator must carefully check the geometry
of the mesh before applying any formula.

• Cadastral requirement

According to the Surveying Regulations 2015 in Victoria (Victorian
Consolidated Regulations, 2015), a 2D parcel must be closed. Similarly,
3D objects must be watertight to avoid different types of geometrical
and topological errors in 3D object definition.

5. Discussion and conclusion

The State of Victoria in Australia has been moving towards a digital
cadastre since the introduction of ePlan in this jurisdiction in 2011.
ePlan is a collaborative program between the Australian land autho-
rities and the surveying industry, in conjunction with ICSM which aims
to replace paper and PDF plans with digital files. ePlan has been im-
plemented for 2D cadastral plans in Victoria; however, the support of
3D cadastral plans in ePlan is still under investigation. The Victorian 3D
digital cadastre investigation consists of the technical, legal and in-
stitutional aspects. The technical aspects of this investigation, which
includes 3D data modelling, storage, validation, and visualisation has
been studied since 2014.

Following a review of the current status of 3D cadastre validation
around the world, this paper has discussed the latest outcomes of 3D
cadastral data validation research in Victoria. This research has clas-
sified the 3D data validation into two categories: a) geometrical and b)
non-geometrical (semantical) rules.

Currently, there are 128 validation rules including 12 geometrical
rules and 116 semantical rules for checking the quality of 2D ePlans in

Victoria (see Appendix A). The existing 2D ePlan validation service has
been developed as a web service which is connected to several data-
bases for checking the content of an ePlan file, such as survey marks,
road names, parcel address and title details. This significantly facilitates
the examination process as the plan examiners look at the results of the
report, eliminating the need to view multiple databases for consistency
checking.

The ePlan validation service supporting both 2D and 3D ePlans will
provide significant efficiency gains to the ePlan examination process.
Three of the main benefits of this service are listed below:

• Pre-lodgement check: The ePlan validation service enables the sur-
veyors to undertake a pre-lodgement check on their ePlans to ensure
the completeness and correctness of the ePlan content. The valida-
tion service potentially replaces the quality assurance (QA) process
undertaken by surveying firms when preparing PDF plans. The va-
lidation service can be run in two environments: a) ePlan services
web page, b) surveying software packages (e.g. AutoCAD Civil 3D
Stringer ePlan). The latter speeds up the validation process since the
validation report is generated within the software package through a
web service.

• Quicker plan examination and registration time frames: plan ex-
aminers can rely on the validation report as part of their plan ex-
amination process. Reviewing the validation report will enable plan
examiners to readily identify potential problems in the ePlan data.
Without this report, they need to manually examine plans which is
very time consuming and error prone, particularly for complex or
multi-lot subdivision plans.

• Less requisitions: At LUV, approximately 50% of plans are reques-
tioned by examiners due to the data issues in plans. This results in
significant delays in the registration process, which affects all sta-
keholders, such as surveyors, architects, developers, councils, and
referral authorities. This delay also imposes significant holding costs
to the land development process, as the properties cannot be re-
leased to the market until registration of the plan. Using the ePlan
validation service, the ePlans can be checked for the most common
issues before getting to the examination stage. This will significantly
reduce the plan requisitions.

To achieve a comprehensive validation service that can cover both
2D and 3D ePlan, an investigation was defined in three phases, as
discussed in Section 1. In the first phase of this investigation, a subset of
existing 12 geometrical rules, which considers the most common issues
in the subdivision plan examination process, was selected. The selected
rules were further developed to support the 3D ePlans. The outcomes of
this research have been presented in the form of four geometrical va-
lidation rules.

The first validation rule looks at the issues regarding subdivision of
parcels. The applied method is based on volume calculation. However,
if there is any clash between 3D objects in complex scenarios, this

Table 1
Euler’s derived formula for a closed mesh (Ericson, 2005).

For a closed (manifold) mesh
consisting of a number of…

The number of edges (E), vertices (V) and
faces relates as…

Triangles (T) 2E = 3T, T = 2V-4, E = 3V-6
Quads (Q) 2E = 4Q, Q = V-2, E = 2V-4
Triangles (T) and Quads (Q) 2E = 3T + 4Q, T = 2V-2Q-4
Arbitrary convex faces (F) 2E ≥ 3F, F ≤ 2V-4, E ≤ 3V-6

Fig. 12. Closed manifold meshes consisting of quads and triangles
(Ericson, 2005).
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validation rule might not be able to detect them. Consequently, the
second validation rule has been developed to support the first rule as a
pre-condition, to make sure that there is no clash detected between 3D
objects for volume calculation. Validation rule two is comprehensive to
detect clashes in complex 3D objects, as it detects clashes based on the
triangulation technique. Therefore, all 3D objects will be triangulated
and tested by this validation rule. The third validation rule looks at
individual faces and detects non-flat faces in 3D models. Validation rule
four checks the geometry closure. The combination of validation rule 3
and 4 assures 3D objects are correctly modelled and there is no topo-
logical issue in the data. Once the other required geometrical validation
rules are developed in phase one, various test cases will be developed to
test the effectiveness of these rules in simple and complex scenarios.

To complete the first phase of the current investigation, the
Victorian ePlan team will study how the remaining 2D geometrical

rules can be extended to support 3D ePlans. In the second phase, the
semantical validation rules listed in Appendix A will be studied to de-
termine whether they can support the 3D ePlans as they currently are,
or modification is required. In phase three, the current validation web
service will be developed to support the geometrical and semantical
validation rules for 3D ePlans.
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Appendix A. 2D ePlan Validation Rules

2D ePlan Validation Rule Semantical Rule Geometrical Rule

VR001 − ePlan Cadastral Information File Schema Validation *
VR002 − Survey Header Completeness *
VR003 − Multipart Parcel Completeness *
VR004 − Parcel Geometry Exists *
VR005 − Easement Purpose Exists *
VR006 − Owners Corporation Limitation Exists *
VR007 − Admin Area Parcel Description Exists *
VR008 − Road Parcel Description Exists *
VR009 − Primary Parcel Address Exists *
VR010–Permanent Mark and Primary Cadastral Mark Completeness *
VR011 − Reference Mark Completeness *
VR012 − Instrument Point Completeness *
VR014 − Instrument Setup to Point Reference *
VR015 − Instrument Setup in Observation *
VR016 − Unconnected Points *
VR017 − Redundant Observations *
VR018 − Annotation Parcel References *
VR019 − Title Reference *
VR020 − Date of Survey Plan Manual Check *
VR021 − Plan Number Format *
VR022 − Plan Number Allocation *
VR023 − Surveyor Registration Number *
VR024 − Existing Parcel in Victorian Online Title System (VOTS) *
VR025 − Primary and Secondary Purpose Combination *
VR026 − Purpose of Survey Section 22 *
VR027 − Purpose of Survey Section 23 *
VR028 − Purpose of Survey Section 24A *
VR029 − Purpose of Survey Section 32 *
VR030 − Purpose of Survey Section 35 Vesting Manual Check *
VR031 − Purpose of Survey Section 35, 32, 37 Manual Check *
VR032 − Purpose of Survey Section 37 and 37(8) *
VR033 − Planning Permit Annotation Manual Check *
VR034 − Depth Limitation Manual Check *
VR035 − LGA and Parish Exist *
VR036 − Admin Area in Vicmap Admin *
VR037 − Administrative Area Allocation *
VR038 − Redundant Admin Area Spatial Extent *
VR039 − Extinguished Lot and Admin Area Consistency *
VR040 − Address in Vicmap Address *
VR041 − Title Reference in VOTS *
VR042 − Parcel Name Format *
VR043 − Created Parcels for Cancelled Parcels *
VR044 − Road Name in Vicmap Transport *
VR045 − Road Vesting *
VR046 − Reserve Vesting *
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VR047 − Easement Benefit *
VR051 − Easement Purpose Manual Check *
VR052 − Easement Fixing *
VR053 − Restriction Benefit and Burden *
VR056 − Owners Corporation Head of Power *
VR057 − Owners Corporation Minimum Members *
VR058 − Owners Corporation Entitlements and Liabilities *
VR059 − Owners Corporation Description Manual Check *
VR060 − Lots affected by Owners Corporation *
VR061 − Owners Corporation for Created Common Property *
VR062 − Existing Crown Parcels *
VR063 − Parcel Area *
VR064 − Part Parcel Area Sum *
VR065 − Multiple Area by Deduction *
VR066 − Area by Deduction in Surveyed Plans *
VR067 − Area by Deduction *
VR068 − Parcel Dimensions Exist *
VR069 − Parcel Geometry Closure *
VR070 − Irregular Lines in Parcel Manual Check *
VR071 − Parcel Observations Closure *
VR072 − Title Boundary Consistency *
VR073 − Title Connection *
VR074 − Survey Marks Connection *
VR075 − Permanent Mark in SMES *
VR078 − Single Owners Corporation Parcel *
VR079 − Depth Limitation Parcel Structure *
VR080 − Purpose of Survey Section 32A *
VR081 − Purpose of Survey Section 32B *
VR082 − Purpose of Survey for Lands Affected by Owners Corporation *
VR083 − PM and PCM in SMES *
VR084 − Restriction Fixing *
VR085 − Non-Survey Points *
VR087 − Existing Easement Benefit *
VR088 − Non-boundary Observations *
VR089 − Sequential Part Numbers *
VR090 − Restriction Parcel Description Exists *
VR091 − Created Parcel Names *
VR092 − Any Easements Manual Check *
VR093 − Section 32 Non-survey Plans *
VR094 − Non-survey Plans *
VR095 − Partial Survey Plans *
VR096 − Observation Purpose and Point Type Consistency *
VR097 − Consolidation Plans *
VR098 − Building Format Parcel *
VR099 − Building Boundaries Manual Check *
VR100 − Building Boundary Annotation *
VR101 − CoordGeom for Abuttals and Connections *
VR102 − Mandatory Date of Survey if Surveyed *
VR103 − Purpose of Survey Section 35 Annotations *
VR104 − Building Boundary Description *
VR106 − Easement Width *
VR107 − Partial Survey with No Area by Deduction *
VR110 − Monument Condition *
VR111 − Sequential Created Lot Numbers *
VR112 − Section 12(2) Notations *
VR113 − Building Format Easement *
VR114 − Geometry Parcel Attributes *
VR115 − Previous Survey of Non-Survey Plans *
VR116 − Prior Survey Date *
VR117 − Overlapping Parcels *
VR118 − Consistency of Datum *
VR119 − Duplicated Annotations *
VR120 − Parent Plan in ePlan Format *
VR121 − Crown Description Annotation *
VR122 − Owners Corporation Annotations *
VR123 − Unique Created Parcels in Stage Plans *
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VR124 − Same Easement in Stage Plans *
VR125 − Same Common Property in Stage Plans *
VR126 − Stage Lot Member of Owners Corporation *
VR127 − Number of Lots in Master Plan *
VR128 − Planning Permit for Stage Plans *
VR129 − Extinguished Stage Lot *
VR130 − Purpose of Section 22 and 37(8) *
VR131 − Common Property with Address *
VR132 − Required Annotations *
VR133 − Encumbering Road Easements *
VR134 − Easement Parcel Structure *
VR135 − Monument State and Type *
VR136 − Parcel Types Referenced by Annotations *
VR137 − Chainage Plan Feature Description *
VR138 − Legislation and Relevant Dealing Types *
VR139 − Future Plan Number Annotation *
VR140 − Purpose of Survey Section 26 *
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